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Editorial
The featured artist is the first to be celebrated from the nation, that shares landmass with
Haiti, in the Greater Antillies. She was born in 1973, in the capital city of Santo Domingo

and educated there; studying Commercial Art, Visual Art and Afro-Latin Studies.

I was drawn to her not only by her work, but by what has inspired that art: self-affirmation
of her African ancestry.

Here is a quote by her, from a 2017 Remezcla article by Christina Noriega

“I feel a deep pride in Afro-descendent women — I’m one of them — because with their
fortitude they’ve achieved everything they’ve wanted to achieve.''

 From the Dominican Republic, I am happy to present to you, LUCIA MENDEZ.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production

Front cover painting Altar from Galeria Exodo

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2018/01/izibongo-magazine-2018.html
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La Duena del Misterio

from Galeria Exodo



La Sombra y el Spiritu

from University Gazette



Taino
Dominican art has its historical roots in ‘Taino’ pictographs, which were drawn with simple

lines and vegetable pigments on rock walls and ceramic.

from Embassy of the Dominican Republic in the UAE: Art in the Embassy.

Magical
The hidden nature of the magical religious rituals that accompany the petitions, offerings

and promises that are part of our eternity, is based on that is wished with vehemence. The
search through devotion to the saints and beings, is represented by the patches of colour,
baths of herbs, smells and furthermore objects – considered kitsch – pursuing the divine

solution, to obtain something material and immaterial.

Lucia Mendez

from Galeria Exodo

Quality
Likewise, in its opening exhibition Alinka presents the aesthetic expressions corresponding

to a nucleus of talented and young contemporary artists, who, in their respective
languages, manifest the quality of their talent; among them, painters Wilson Abreu, Lucía

Méndez, Sixto Sepúlveda and Ed Vásquez.

from 2006 article in Art Nexus: Alinka Arte Contemporaneo



La Vela

from Galeria Exodo



from Lucia Mendez Rivas Facebook



Caribbean
This first-of-its kind exposition will feature the works of new and established Caribbean

artists living in or outside of the 34 Caribbean islands. On exhibit will be original paintings,
drawings, sculpture, photography and limited editions. Participating artists representing

Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, St. Croix, Trinidad, Jamaica, Barbados and
other countries include Joel Besmar, Sandro De La Rosa, Li Domínguez Fong, Giosvany

Echevarría, Agustin de Andino, Luis Gonzalez, Antonio Cortés, Aguedo Alonso, Imna
Arroyo, Ted Davis, Javier Gonzalez Gallosa, Reina Ledon, Philippe Dodard, Essud

Fungcap, Roberto Stephenson, Patrick Wah, Marcel Wah, James Cesar Wah, Amos
Ferguson, Boscoe Holder, Belkis Ayon, Marie-Denise Douyon, Léonel Jules, Jose Acosta,

Alicia de la Campa, Isolina Limonta, Yolanda Velazquez, Vicente Dopico Lerner, Lucia
Mendez......

from Art Nexus: International Caribbean Art Fair 2007

Ancestral
Maybe, that is why she paints strong women, like old roots and rites, that bring forth the
power of the Afro-Caribbean spirituality, as well as the ancestral knowledge that reclaim

spaces free from the prejudiced eye and the misery of our everyday lives. 

from Blurb. Lucia Mendez Rivas:''Ritos'' published by Galeria Exodo

Inspiration
The Afro-Dominican artist Lucía Méndez draws inspiration from the magical rituals and

experiences of Black, Caribbean women.

from article by Christina Noriega - Nov. 2017
Remezcla



from Twitter

La Novia de las Flores Secas

from Pinterest



La Flor Blanca

from Galeria Exodo


